Theoretical opacities are required for calculating energy transport in plasmas. In particular, understanding stellar interiors, inertial fusion, and Z pinches depends on the opacities of mid-atomic-number elements over a wide range of temperatures. The 150-300 eV temperature range is particularly interesting. The opacity models are complex and experimental validation is crucial. For example, solar models presently disagree with helioseismology and one possible explanation is inadequate theoretical opacities. Testing these opacities requires well-characterized plasmas at temperatures high enough to produce the ion charge states that exist in the sun. Typical opacity experiments heat a sample using x rays and measure the spectrally resolved transmission with a backlight. The difficulty grows as the temperature increases because the heating x-ray source must supply more energy and the backlight must be bright enough to overwhelm the plasma self-emission. These problems can be overcome with the new generation of high energy density ͑HED͒ facilities. For example, recent experiments at Sandia's Z facility ͓M. K. Matzen et al., Phys. Plasmas 12, 055503 ͑2005͔͒ measured the transmission of a mixed Mg and Fe plasma heated to 156Ϯ 6 eV. This capability will also advance opacity science for other HED plasmas. This tutorial reviews experimental methods for testing opacity models, including experiment design, transmission measurement methods, accuracy evaluation, and plasma diagnostics. The solar interior serves as a focal problem and Z facility experiments illustrate the techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Physical pictures for high energy density ͑HED͒ plasmas rely on models of the plasma properties. For example, the inner structure of astrophysical plasmas such as stars is often inaccessible to direct measurements. In his seminal book "The internal constitution of the stars" Eddington 1 pointed out this dilemma, but goes on to show that we can still build physical pictures for the inner workings of a star as long as we know the properties of the matter that lies within. More detailed information may be available for laboratory plasmas such as inertial fusion implosions and Z pinches. However, building a complete physical description still normally requires material property models. Radiation often plays an essential role in both astrophysical and laboratory HED plasmas and a key material property is the opacity, which quantifies how transparent or opaque the plasma is to radiation. In this tutorial we describe experimental methods developed to test opacity models for HED plasmas.
The transmission of photons with intensity I 0 normally incident on a uniform plasma is given by T͑͒ = I͑͒/I 0 ͑͒ = exp − ͑͒, ͑1͒
where h is the photon energy and I͑͒ is the attenuated photon intensity emerging from the plasma. The optical depth, ͑͒, is related to the opacity by ͑͒ = ͑͒x, where ͑͒ is the opacity per unit mass ͑typically measured in units of cm 2 / g͒, is the density, and x is the optical path length. Opacity models are tested by measuring T͑͒ through a plasma with known characteristics.
The opacity is generally a rapidly varying function of frequency. In some applications, knowledge of the frequency dependent opacity is required and this is what must be measured in benchmark experiments. An example is levitation of "metals" in stellar interiors. 2 Here, metals refer to any element other than hydrogen or helium, a definition commonly employed in astrophysics. These elements diffuse toward the center of stars under the influence of gravity. There is an opposing levitating force provided by the photon pressure and this force is proportional to the frequency dependent opacity.
In other applications the most important quantity is the mean opacity averaged over frequency. An example is diffusive radiation transport of energy within stellar interiors. 3 In light of this simplification, one might ask: Why use opacity models? Why not just measure the mean opacities we require? The problem is that the opacity depends on the plasma temperature, density, and elemental composition. The breadth of plasma conditions and constituents encountered in applications makes it impractical to measure all the needed opacities. Furthermore, accurate opacity measurements are challenging and the number of available measurements is sparse. Finally, some interesting conditions remain beyond the reach of laboratory experiments. Therefore, the main goal of opacity experiments is to test the physical underpinnings of opacity models so that they can be reliably extrapolated to conditions untested in the laboratory. Fortunately, the details of the rapidly varying opacity as a function of frequency provide a trove of information. The accuracy of model descriptions for the physical processes that govern opacity is severely tested by comparison with T͑v͒ measurements.
II. OPACITY EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Given that opacity measurements are sparse and the parameter space is broad, it is important to optimize opacity experiment designs. The questions we must answer include the following.
͑1͒ What photon energy range is important? ͑2͒ What elements contribute? ͑3͒ What photon absorption processes are important?
The answers to these questions depend on the application.
In this tutorial we use the solar interior as an example to illustrate experiment design and execution. Figure 1 provides a schematic of the solar interior. The energy generated by thermonuclear reactions in the solar core is transported outward by radiation over approximately 70% of the solar radius, R s . The solar opacity generally increases with radius and eventually becomes large enough that energy transport by radiation is inefficient and convective transport takes over. The border between the radiation and convection dominated zones is known as the CZ boundary. The core temperature is roughly 1360 eV and it falls to approximately 190 eV just below the CZ boundary. 4 The electron density also decreases, from 6 ϫ 10 25 cm −3 at the core to 1 ϫ 10 23 cm −3 near the CZ boundary. The boundary location is R / R s = 0.713Ϯ 0.001, inferred with remarkable accuracy from helioseismology measurements. 5 The CZ boundary location and the spatial temperature and density profiles depend on the mean opacity as a function of radius. However, opacity models have never been tested with laboratory experiments at the conditions that exist inside the sun.
The motivation for experimental verification of theoretical opacities has grown sharper during the past decade. Solar models are constructed using estimates for the composition and the material properties such as equation of state, opacity, and nuclear cross sections as inputs. Predictions for the CZ boundary location, interior density profile, and sound speed were in good agreement with helioseismic data until roughly the year 2000. Beginning in 1999, revised estimates for the solar composition reduced the amount of metals. 6 Solar models based on these revised estimates disagree with helioseismology. 5, 7, 8 One possible explanation is inaccuracies in the opacity models. Solar models constructed with ad hoc adjustments of the opacity 5, 7, 9, 10 found that increasing the mean opacity by 10%-20% in the solar region 0.4 Ͻ R / R s Ͻ 0.7 would resolve the discrepancies.
The solar problem serves to define needed opacity experiments. The first question to answer is what photon energy range is most important. For plasmas such as the sun that are much larger than the photon mean free path, radiation transport is usually described by a diffusion approximation 11, 12 using the Rosseland mean opacity R ,
where B is the Planck function, T is the plasma temperature, and the weighting function dB / dT peaks at roughly 3.8 kT.
Note that the Rosseland opacity is a harmonic mean depending on the reciprocal of ͑͒ and photons are most efficiently transported through the "windows" where ͑͒ is the lowest. Near the CZ boundary T ϳ 190 eV and dB / dT peaks at h ϳ 750 eV ͑Fig. 2͒. The frequency dependent opacity near the CZ boundary calculated using the opacity project model 13, 14 is displayed in Fig. 2 . Comparison with the weighting function for the Rosseland mean shows that the most important photon energies are approximately 300Ͻ h Ͻ 1300 eV. We reiterate that we require measurements of the frequency dependent opacity to test the physics in opacity models. However, familiarity with the characteristics of the Rosseland mean helps define what opacities are most important to measure. The second question to answer in designing opacity experiments is: What elements should be studied? The answer is sometimes straightforward in laboratory plasmas composed of a single element. However, in many applications multielement plasmas are used. For example, mixtures of low-Z and mid-Z elements, where Z is the atomic number, are commonly used in inertial fusion capsule ablators ͑Be/Cu ablators are described in Ref. 15͒ . Different elements may be present in different plasma spatial regions. These differences may alter the opacity and the role each element plays in the radiation transport.
Astrophysical plasmas are more complicated since the observer does not necessarily possess certain knowledge of the composition and many elements may be present. The solar composition estimated from photospheric spectroscopy and meteorite analysis 16 is illustrated in Fig. 3͑a͒ . This 17-element mixture was widely used prior to the revised lowmetallicity estimates 6 that led to the solar CZ problem. 5 The mass fraction for elements such as oxygen, neon, and iron is less than 1%. Nevertheless, these elements contribute a disproportionately large fraction of the solar interior opacity because they are not completely ionized, as described below. The fractional opacity contribution for each element at conditions corresponding to the CZ boundary is shown in Fig.  3͑b͒ . Figure 3͑b͒ calculations were performed with the OPAS model. 17 The largest contributions are from oxygen, neon, and iron and these are the elements of greatest interest for solar interior opacity measurements. 5 Obviously, the impact of errors in any single element is diminished when the element is a dilute constituent of a mixture. For example, in order to cause a 10% change in the total mean opacity we would need to multiply the iron opacity at the CZ boundary by a factor of approximately 1.5.
The third question for opacity experiment design is how each element contributes. The three main absorption processes in plasmas are free-free, bound-free, and bound-bound electron transitions. These processes differ from one element to another and depend on the ionization. Consider the contributions of hydrogen, oxygen, and iron to the opacity at the base of the solar convection zone. At these conditions hydrogen is fully stripped and the only contribution is free-free transitions in the ionized electrons ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. Oxygen is ionized into the K-shell ͑i.e., O +6 and O +7 , isoelectronic with He and H͒ and contributes absorption through both boundfree and bound-bound transitions. Here, "K-shell" refers to n = 1 principal quantum number electron states. K-shell ions in local thermodynamic equilibrium ͑LTE͒ normally have much of their population in the ground state and an important class of transitions originates from the n = 1 lower level ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒. At the CZ boundary, iron is ionized into the L-shell, with significant populations of Fe . These ions are isoelectronic with Ne, F, and O and consequently are often described as Ne-like, F-like, and O-like. The greater number of bound electrons renders the Fe opacity contributions immensely complicated. Many transitions originate from the n = 2 lower level, but there is also significant excited state population and transitions originate from n Ն 3 principal quantum numbers ͓Fig. 4͑c͔͒. Of the three elements that are most important at the CZ boundary, Fe is by far the most complex and it is therefore expected to be the most suspect.
The opacity plots in Figs. 4͑b͒ and 4͑c͒ illustrate another consequence of mixing elements together. Consider the pure iron photon absorption ͓red curve, Fig. 4͑c͔͒ . The deepest opacity window is in the vicinity of h ϳ 500-700 eV, a region dominated by bound-free transitions with excited initial states. If one is interested in a pure iron plasma, then this defines the most important photon energy range. The opacity model must then have an accurate treatment for both the n Ն 3 excited state populations and the bound-free photoionization cross sections out of those excited states. On the other hand, the comparison of pure iron opacity with the total solar mixture opacity shows that the iron contribution to the h ϳ 500 eV photon energy range is negligible. The mixture opacity has filled in the Fe window at these energies. Instead, the Fe bound-bound transitions at 750Ͻ h Ͻ 1300 eV are the most significant iron contribution to the solar mixture opacity near the CZ base. Thus, a mixture dilutes the importance of any individual element and can change which absorption processes and photon energies are important.
These considerations define a useful opacity experiment for the base of the solar convection zone. We should attempt to measure opacities for O, Ne, and Fe. Of these, Fe is probably the most suspect and is therefore a good place to start. The most important photon energy range for Fe was already established as 750-1350 eV. The electron temperature just below the convection zone is ϳ190 eV and the electron density is 10 23 cm −3 . Eventually we must reproduce these conditions in order to test fully the model physics. This is a daunting goal that is beyond the ability of present day experiments. However, the ionization distribution depends on both temperature and density, a property that enables progress while experimental techniques to reach more extreme conditions are developed.
Reproducing the charge states of interest is a key prerequisite for quantitative tests of opacities. It can determine whether opacity models accurately calculate the charge state distribution, energy level structure, and relevant photon absorption processes. Calculations 18 of iron charge state distributions at various depths within the sun are shown in Fig. 5 .
Deeper in the solar interior both the temperature and density increase. Although the temperature rise should cause a higher degree of ionization, it is countered by the corresponding density increase. Thus, similar iron charge states exist over a broad range of the solar interior. The conditions corresponding to recent Z facility iron experiments 19, 20 are superimposed on the solar interior results in Fig. 5 . The Z facility experiment charge state distribution is similar to those at the CZ boundary, even though the 156 eV Z experiment temperature is ϳ37 eV lower. The reason is that the density is approximately ten times lower. Tests of high density effects such as continuum lowering and line broadening require further experiment advances to simultaneously produce both high temperature and density.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
The basic strategy used to test opacity models is to compare the frequency dependent experimental and theoretical transmission for a sample with known conditions. This method is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The sample is heated with an x-ray source and the transmission is measured by viewing a backlight through the sample with a spectrometer. The sample material of interest is sandwiched by layers of a low-Z tamper to promote uniformity. Spectra are acquired with and without the sample material. Dividing the absorption spectrum obtained with the sample by the unattenuated ͑tamper only͒ spectrum provides the transmission.
The requisite data can be acquired on separate experiments, as long as key experimental aspects are reproducible. Reproducibility can be evaluated by comparing spectra obtained on sequential experiments ͑Fig. 7͒. The reproducibility encompasses the x-ray heating of the sample, the sample fabrication, the backlight absolute intensity and spectrum, the spectrometer efficiency ͑e.g., crystal reflectivity͒ and the detector response ͑e.g., film processing reproducibility͒. A powerful alternative method known as point projection backlighting 21, 22 provides the required data in a single experiment ͑Fig. 8͒. This technique offers the potential for high accuracy without the need for reproducibility, at the cost of increased complexity.
The three main requirements for opacity experiments are as follows:
͑1͒ uniform sample plasma, ͑2͒ accurate transmission measurements, ͑3͒ independent plasma diagnostics, as succinctly described in Ref. 23 . Most research to date has compared the data with models that assume the LTE approximation is valid. In this approximation the ion energy level populations are described by a Boltzmann distribution. Methods for evaluating the validity of this approximation are described elsewhere. 24, 25 Techniques for opacity research were developed using laser-driven experiments beginning in the mid-1980s. 26 The earliest work used a single-sided x-ray source to heat samples composed of Al, Fe, Br, or Ge. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Later, x-ray cavities known as Hohlraums were used to provide a nearly isotropic heating x-ray flux and the variety of sample materials was expanded. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Crystal spectrometers recorded photons between 1200 and 3000 eV, the electron temperature was 20-76 eV, and the electron density was roughly ͑2-4͒ ϫ 10 21 cm −3 . This work established most of the principles used today for opacity research and valuable initial opacity model tests were conducted. However, the crystal spectrometer measurements were unable to address the 40-600 eV photon energy range that dominates the transport at these relatively low temperatures. In later work, 37-39 similar x-ray techniques were used to heat Fe samples, but the spectra were recorded using variable-line-spacing grating spectrometers. This enabled recording 80-300 eV photon energies that are near the peak of the Rosseland mean weighting function. These methods were adapted 40 to the larger x-ray flux provided by the Saturn Z-pinch facility, where a lower density LTE plasma near the conditions that exist in the envelopes of pulsating Cepheid variable stars was studied. These measurements provided strong evidence for the validity of the Opal opacity model 41 in this low temperature low density regime. The Opal opacities helped resolve 42 long standing discrepancies between stellar evolution and pulsation models.
In order to test opacity models used in stellar interior, inertial fusion, and Z-pinch research, higher temperature plasmas are required. Recent experiments 19, 20 have exploited the intense radiation created by a dynamic Hohlraum x-ray source [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] driven by the 21ϫ 10 6 Ampere current provided by the Z facility. 48 This source is formed by accelerating an annular tungsten plasma onto a low density CH 2 cylindrical foam located on the axis. The impact of the tungsten on the foam generates shock radiation that is trapped by the tungsten plasma. This is called a "dynamic" Hohlraum because the diameter shrinks with time as the tungsten continues to be compressed by the magnetic pressure supplied by the large axially directed current. An opacity sample placed above the Hohlraum end cap is heated by the Hohlraum x rays and it is backlit when the radiating shock stagnates on the cylinder axis. These experiments measured Fe transmission at T e = 156Ϯ 6 eV, temperatures high enough to produce the charge states, and electron configurations that exist at the base of the solar convection zone ͑Fig. 5͒. As mentioned above, the density in these experiments is roughly an order of magnitude lower than at the CZ boundary.
IV. OPACITY EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS: SAMPLE UNIFORMITY
A more general expression for the transmission is
reducing to Eq. ͑1͒ only if the effect of plasma nonuniformities is negligible. If nonuniformities exist it may still be possible to acquire valuable opacity information by numerically evaluating the integral in Eq. ͑3͒. An example of this approach is described in Ref. 35 . There, the goal was to produce high densities and gradients were an acceptable tradeoff. Such tradeoffs are sometimes necessary as incremental progress is made toward more extreme conditions. However, the desired accuracy for validating opacity models is high and experiments with significant nonuniformities are unlikely to provide definitive conclusions about the underlying physics embedded within the model. Volumetric heating by x rays is used to produce uniform hot opacity samples. 49 This is accomplished when a portion of the heating x-ray spectrum streams through the sample. In this case the sample is said to be "optically thin" to at least a portion of the heating x-ray spectrum. This is illustrated for the Z-pinch dynamic Hohlraum iron opacity experiments in Fig. 9 . A Planckian heating spectrum at radiation brightness temperature T r = 200 eV peaks at h max ϳ 2.8 ‫ء‬ T r ϳ 550 eV. The optical depth of the initially room temperature sample is less than one, and consequently the transmission is high, over a broad photon energy band near the peak of the heating spectrum. As the sample temperature increases, the opacity drops further and the sample becomes even more transparent near the peak of the heating x-ray spectrum. Thus, photons deposit energy throughout the sample during the entire history of the experiment. This produces uniform heating, at the cost of an inefficient process. The desire for uniform samples is a major reason why large HED facilities are required for high temperature opacity experiments. Note that if the heating spectrum peaks at lower photon energy, then the initial energy deposition may occur primarily near the surface and the sample heating may initially be nonuniform. In this case a detailed consideration of the radiation hydrodynamics of the sample evolution may be needed.
Temporal uniformity is just as important as spatial sample uniformity. Hot samples inevitably evolve with time and opacity measurements must employ some form of time resolution. The most common technique is to use a short duration backlight source. This allows using film-based detectors, which offer the best spectral range and resolution for typical spectrometer dispersions. Time-resolved detectors are another option. In either case, the temporal evolution of the sample temperature and density must be slow enough that the transmission variation is small over the time scale of the measurement. This favors longer duration, slowly changing x-ray heat sources.
Radiation hydrodynamics simulations have been used to evaluate sample uniformity. While such simulations provide valuable insight, the fact that they necessarily employ the opacity models that are the subject of the test compounds concerns over whether the simulations provide an accurate representation of reality. Given its importance, it is desirable to measure the uniformity. Unfortunately, to date direct uniformity information obtained in opacity experiments has been limited. Perhaps the best certification available has been the determination that spectra used to diagnose the plasma ͑Sec. VII͒ are quantitatively consistent with single values of the temperature and density. Future experiments may be able to determine the uniformity directly, for example with spaceresolved measurements such as radiography or x-ray Thomson scattering. A significant challenge in this regard is the need for spatial resolution of a few microns. A possible solution may be spectroscopy of different tracer elements buried within the sample at specific depths. A problem with this approach is that each tracer absorbs a portion of the heating x-ray spectrum and consequently tracers buried near the rear of the sample are not necessarily heated to the same extent as tracers near the front.
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V. OPACITY EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS: ACCURATE TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS
Numerous technological challenges must be overcome to produce accurate transmission measurements. These challenges may be conveniently divided into concerns arising from the backlight, the sample fabrication, and the spectrometer. Here we restrict the discussion to backlight and spectrometer issues and we consider only crystal-based instruments operating in the 700-10,000 eV photon energy range. Many crystal types and geometrical configurations have been employed in these spectrometers. A problem common to all of them is spectral artifacts arising from crystal defects. Examples of such artifacts are illustrated in Fig. 10 . These defects can masquerade as spectral features and care must be exercised to ensure that the inferred transmission is not contaminated by them. The defects are usually obvious in the two-dimensional spectral images ͑Fig. 10͒, even though they may not be so easy to identify in a lineout. One possible approach is to examine the spectrum in detail, identify the artifact features, and edit or smooth the spectrum to remove their effect. An alternative is to perform multiple reproducible experiments using different crystals or different crystal alignments, so that the features change from one measurement to another. Then averaging the measurements together effectively removes their influence. The best method to avoid this problem is to procure and characterize the best possible crystals, but perfection in this regard is elusive.
A second spectrometer-related issue that influences accuracy is the finite spectral resolution. Transmission spectra that illustrate the influence of spectral resolution are shown in Fig. 11 . The red curve is iron plasma transmission calculated for the Z facility experiment 19, 20 conditions using the PrismSPECT model 18 without considering instrument resolution. The blue curve includes a typical resolution of E / dE ϳ 700. Spectral lines with optical depth greater than one are optically thick and the transmission at line center approaches zero. However, if the line profile is not experimentally resolved, then the observed transmission will be significantly larger. Such lines are said to be "saturated." 51 Saturation effects must be incorporated into comparisons with opacity models. These effects are one reason opacity model calculations are converted into transmission for comparison with data, rather than the measured transmission being converted into opacity. Once the instrument blurring occurs, information is lost and it cannot be recovered. Deconvolution may be feasible, but it typically introduces unacceptable uncertainties. If it is desired to compare opacities rather than transmission, the opacity calculations must first be converted to transmission, the instrument resolution convolved, and then reconverted back into opacity. Thus, it is simpler and generally more informative to compare transmissions. Ultimately, the two key points of this discussion are that instrument resolution must be measured and higher spectral resolution is desirable. However, resource limitations often restrict spectral resolution measurements to relatively few photon energies, despite the fact that spectral resolution is a function of photon energy. If the measured spectral range is relatively small, then the impact of spectral resolution uncertainty may be negligible. In other cases the portion of the transmission uncertainty that arises from the spectral resolution uncertainty may be significant. A third technological challenge associated with the spectrometer is the type of detector used. Time-resolved detectors such as streak cameras or microchannel plate ͑MCP͒ cameras have been successfully used in some experiments. 37, 40, 52 These detectors may be essential for rapidly evolving sample conditions or if the late-time sample self-emission is bright enough to compete with the backlight ͑see discussion of selfemission effects below͒. However, the active area of such 
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detectors often restricts the spectral range. An effort to circumvent this problem with large format MCP configurations is underway. 52, 53 Nevertheless, the spatial resolution element size of existing time-resolved detectors is approximately 80 m or larger. This limits the spectral resolution that can be achieved in most cases. The detector used in most opacity experiments to date has been x-ray film. Film has the advantage of larger effective number of pixels. Spatial resolutions of 5 m are routinely available. However, film has the disadvantage of nonlinear response and it requires both accurate calibrations and careful attention to developing procedures. Calibrations are resource intensive and rarely performed. This raises a concern that the film sensitivity may change, especially since film manufacturers regard film design and fabrication details as proprietary. For example, the most commonly used x-ray film calibrations are those of Henke et al., 54, 55 performed more than twenty years ago. In order to evaluate concerns over possible film development or fabrication problems, an experiment using two different types of x-ray film was performed using a tamped Al and Mg opacity sample placed to the side of a Z pinch 56 ͑Fig. 12͒. The results agree, supporting the sustained validity of the Henke calibrations. Nevertheless, vigilance over film development and possible manufacturing changes is certainly warranted. X-ray charge coupled devices have a linear response and are probably a desirable option to consider in future opacity experiments. Image plates 57 are another attractive detector technology, although not all image plates and scanning systems provide the needed spatial resolution. Sensitivity to high photon energy x-ray backgrounds may also limit the utility of image plates for opacity measurements in the keV photon energy range.
Producing a high quality backlight is a key enabling technology for opacity experiments. The desired characteristics are broad spectral range, a smooth featureless spectrum, and high brightness. Broad spectral coverage is needed both to probe a wide range of features in the element of interest and to measure simultaneously spectral lines in diagnostic tracers added to the sample ͑see below͒. A relatively smooth and featureless backlight spectrum is needed because if the backlight spectral features overlap with features in the sample, then the accuracy requirements of measuring the backlighter spectrum increase dramatically. This problem is aggravated by limited instrumental resolution. 58 High backlight brightness is needed both to supply an adequate exposure at the detector and to overwhelm the sample self-emission. 23 The complications introduced by sample self-emission are illustrated using calculated signals for a hypothetical experiment in Fig. 13 . The spectrometer detects the desired backlight photons and also samples selfemission contributions. In Fig. 13͑b͒ example, the backlight source is a 170 eV Planckian and the iron sample temperature is 125 eV. The density and optical path length correspond to typical sample conditions. 19, 20 The self-emission and absorption spectra were computed using the Prism-SPECT model. 18 The brightest spectral lines emitted by the sample are optically thick and peak at the blackbody limit: a Planckian corresponding to the sample electron temperature. 59, 12 The experimental transmission determined from Eq. ͑1͒ is affected most for the strongest spectral lines since they have the brightest self-emission. Clearly, the problem is amplified if the self-emission is an appreciable fraction of the backlight. Thus, the problem gets worse as the sample temperature increases ͑Fig. 14͒. The self-emission signals from 125 and 150 eV samples are compared to the 170 eV Planckian backlight in Fig. 14͑a͒ and the corresponding transmission with and without the 150 eV sample selfemission is shown in Fig. 14͑b͒ . In this case, an inadequate treatment of self-emission would provide misleading information for opacity model comparisons.
The consequences of self-emission are potentially sig- FIG. 13. ͑Color͒ Self-emission can contribute to the signal recorded by the spectrometer ͑a͒. A hypothetical situation is quantitatively illustrated in ͑b͒ using PrismSPECT ͑Ref. 18͒ calculations for iron plasma self-emission ͑green curve͒ and absorption spectra ͑red curve͒. The plasma temperature is assumed to be 125 eV and the backlighter is assumed to be a 170 eV Planckian. The most optically thick lines have self-emission that peaks at the blackbody limit, corresponding in this case to a 125 eV Planckian.
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Phys. Plasmas 16, 058101 ͑2009͒ nificant and two courses of action are possible to mitigate their effect: the backlight should be rendered much brighter than the sample self-emission and the sample self-emission should be measured during the experiment. Calculations of the self-emission and approximate backlight brightness for the Z facility iron experiment 19, 20 are shown in Fig. 15͑a͒ . The corresponding transmission with and without the selfemission ͓Fig. 15͑b͔͒ shows that the 315 eV Planckian backlight overwhelms the sample self-emission; thus, it has negligible effect on the transmission. The sample self-emission and absorption can be measured using the same spectrometer as long as the spatial extent of the backlight is small compared to the size of the heated sample. Both the spaceresolved spectrometer and point projection configuration enable the self-emission to be recorded. These self-emission measurements require high detector dynamic range since we desire self-emission that is less than a few percent of the backlight.
The quest for a high brightness, broad spectral coverage, and a spectrally featureless backlight is an ongoing topic in opacity research. Early efforts produced pointlike bright sources by irradiating small fibers with lasers. Emission in the desired spectral range was obtained by coating the fiber with a high Z material 26,31,34 often a rare-earth element ͑Fig. 16͒. The emission from these high Z laser produced plasmas consists of many millions of spectral lines that blend into unresolved transition arrays ͑UTAs͒. The 3d-4f UTAs are particularly bright and can backlight an approximately ϳ200-400 eV range in the 1-3 keV photon energy regime. In addition, these sources are inherently spectral line sources and very careful measurements are required to account correctly for the spectral structure. This introduces a potential systematic error that is hard to quantify.
Recent opacity research has emphasized the development of backlight sources that span a larger photon energy range and that are inherently continuum emission sources. This is challenging because bright sources are required. As laser facilities grow in energy it may be possible to create "conventional" Hohlraums that reach high brightness temperatures. 60 The most successful approach to date has been the production of dynamic Hohlraums driven either by high power Z pinches or lasers. These sources are heated by a radiating shock. The shock emission is trapped by a high Z plasma that is compressed over time. The use of a Z pinch to create such a source was briefly described above and more details are given in Ref. 20 . Spherically convergent dynamic Hohlraums have also been produced at the Omega laser facility. 61 In these experiments the laser typically illuminates a spherical plastic shell filled with xenon gas. The emission FIG. 14. ͑Color͒ Self-emission grows with sample temperature and competes more strongly with a specified backlighter ͑a͒. The transmission calculated ͑Ref. 18͒ for a portion of the spectrum is illustrated both with and without self-emission in ͑b͒. The backlighter was assumed to be a 170 eV Planckian and the sample temperature was 150 eV. Both transmission spectra include convolution with E / dE = 700 instrument resolution. 
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Experimental investigation of opacity models… Phys. Plasmas 16, 058101 ͑2009͒ from the shock launched into the xenon is trapped because of the high opacity of the xenon plasma behind the shock. The Z-pinch driven dynamic Hohlraum described above used the Z facility to produce a backlight with peak radiation temperature of approximately 314 eV. 20 This backlight spans an effective range of h ϳ 800-2000 eV, it is essentially line-free, and it is bright enough to backlight samples at temperatures up to ϳ160 eV ͑Fig. 17͒. The characteristics of the Omega laser-driven backlight in the 800-2000 eV spectral range that is of interest for opacity experiments at T e = 100-160 eV have not been published. However, measurements at higher photon energies have been documented 61 and the characteristics of this source for future experiments may be attractive.
VI. OPACITY EXPERIMENT ACCURACY EVALUATION
Performing high accuracy opacity experiments is not simple since many potential pitfalls exist. However, a relatively straightforward method 23 is available to experimentally assess the accuracy of the measurements. The method depends on Beer's law relationship ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ between transmission and sample thickness. Suppose we measure transmission through two uniform samples with identical conditions but with different thicknesses x 1 and x 2 . The transmission through sample 2 is related to the sample 1 transmission by T 2 = T 1 ͑x2/x1͒ ͑Fig. 18͒. Measuring the transmission through different thickness samples and evaluating whether the scaling obeys Beer's law is an extremely effective means to assess possible errors. Problems that will cause deviation from Beer's law include sample nonuniformity, self-emission, background subtraction, crystal artifacts, and inaccurate film response corrections. For example, if the heating x rays deposit more energy near the front sample edge and produce nonuniform conditions, then the nonuniformity will be worse with increasing sample thickness and the transmission will deviate from the expected scaling. As another example, the sensitivity of the transmission to selfemission problems depends on the optical depth and thus the sample thickness. As a third example, artifacts that are introduced because of crystal defects will not change when the sample thickness changes and examination of transmission scaling with thickness therefore serves to identify those artifacts. Finally, the exposure at the detector will depend on the sample thickness and verification that transmission scales correctly according to Beer's law can detect inaccuracies in the conversion of film density to exposure. A host of problems can be detected with such scaling tests and the tests are straightforward to perform. One limitation is that problems arising from insufficient spectral resolution when narrow spectral features in the backlight and sample coincide are not detectable. 58 Furthermore, performing scaling tests requires greater resources, since either additional experiments or more complicated targets are needed. Two experiments 19, 62 which demonstrated a high degree of scaling accuracy are shown in Figs. 18͑b͒ and 18͑c͒ . Note that in these experiments both the weak and strong absorption features exhibit accurate scaling. This is significant because many of the problems that might arise preferentially affect either the strong or weak features, altering the relative absorption strengths.
The transmission scaling described above is the most powerful test to evaluate experiment accuracy. Supplemental valuable information may also be obtained by performing multiple measurements within each experiment and/or mul- tiple reproducible experiments. Multiple measurements using varying detector sensitivity provides signals recorded at different exposure levels. Comparison of the measurements therefore reveals whether detector response is linear or if film density-to-exposure conversions have been accurately performed. Multiple measurements using different crystals can reveal whether crystal artifacts have affected the results. Averaging the results of multiple reproducible experiments improves signal-to-noise values 19 and can be essential for accurate transmission measurements of weak spectral features.
VII. PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS
Opacity is a function of the plasma electron temperature and density and quantitative opacity model tests require sample characterization. Here, we emphasize electron density rather than mass density since it is the electron density that directly affects the collisional ionization and excitation rates. Plasma diagnosis often relies on K-shell absorption spectra under the assumption that the models used to interpret these relatively simple spectra are reliable. The details of K-shell spectral diagnostics are described elsewhere [63] [64] [65] [66] and we provide only a brief review of the physical basis for K-shell spectral diagnostics.
The value of K-shell spectra to diagnose electron temperature depends on two facts. First, the plasma ionization distribution is a strong function of the electron temperature but has a weak dependence on the electron density ͑Fig. 19; see also Fig. 5͒ . Second, the K-shell spectral line photon energies shift with ionization. The former means that the relative absorption strengths of K-shell spectral lines from different charge states depends on electron temperature. The latter means that the features from particular charge states are readily discerned from each other. K-shell spectral absorption lines are defined as lines with an initial principal quantum number n = 1. Absorption transitions between the 1s and 2p configurations are possible if there are vacancies in the n = 2 shell. Thus, K-shell absorption may arise in atoms ionized into either the K-or L-shell. These transitions are conveniently divided into two classes according to whether they occur in K-shell ͑H-and He-like͒ ions that have only one or two bound electrons or L-shell ͑Li-, Be-, B-, C-, O-, N-, and F-like͒ ions that have three to nine bound electrons. This distinction has value because the diagnostics available from these two classes are somewhat different. Both these transition classes can diagnose T e , with comparable accuracy. In addition, transitions between the 1s or 1s 2 ground states and the n = 2 or 3 levels are affected by Stark broadening 67 and provide valuable density information, as described below. However, the Stark broadening of L-shell ions has not been used extensively and its reliability is less certain.
A measured K-shell transmission spectrum formed by the H-, He-, and Li-like charge states of Mg is shown in Fig.  20͑a͒ . The bound-bound transitions that contribute n =1 to n = 2 spectral lines are displayed with a calculated synthetic spectrum in Fig. 20͑b͒ . The strongest absorption line from H-like ions is the 1s-2p transition, known as Ly␣, while the strongest line from He-like ions is the 1s 2 −1s2p transition, known as He␣. The He␣ photon energy is ϳ120 eV lower than the Ly␣ because of the nuclear screening provided by the second 1s electron. Similarly, the 1s 2 2s −1s2s2p Li-like transition has lower photon energy than He␣, but the energy separation between the Li-like lines and He␣ is only of order 15-20 eV because the additional screening by the 2s electron is less than that by the 1s electron. The extra electron that does not participate in the transition is sometimes referred to as a "spectator" electron and these Li-like lines are known as "satellites" because they appear near the resonant He␣ transition. The Li-like spectator electron may also reside in an excited n =3 ͑or higher͒ state. In this case the satellite transitions are only slightly shifted from the He␣ photon energy and these lines may not be resolved ͓Fig. 20͑b͔͒. A careful accounting of this transition blending must be incorporated into accurate plasma diagnostics. Note that He-like satellites also appear on the low photon energy side of Ly␣, arising from initially excited He-like configurations ͑e.g., 1s2s −2s2p͒. Satellite lines often provide additional valuable diagnostics because they depend on the mechanism that populates the excited states.
The sensitivity of typical H-and He-like Mg ion spectral lines to small temperature changes is illustrated in Fig. 21 . This example is drawn from the Z experiments 19, 20 investigating iron opacity models and we employ the He␤ ͑1s 2 −1s3p͒ transition because iron spectral lines are blended with the He␣. The He␤ absorption line strength is not sensitive to changes in temperature because the fractional population of the closed-shell He-like Mg ions changes very little in this temperature range. On the other hand, the Ly␣ absorption changes rapidly with temperature. Thus, measurements of the integrated Ly␣ / He␤ absorption line strength ratio provide a temperature diagnostic ͑Fig. 22͒. The three different curves in Fig. 22 correspond to three different electron density values, illustrating the simultaneous dependence of the ionization distribution on both temperature and density mentioned above. In this case a Ϯ30% change in electron density alters the inferred temperature by approximately Ϯ3-4 eV. Thus, accurate temperature diagnostics using this method depend on knowledge of the electron density.
Preliminary temperature estimates may be obtained by a visual comparison of measured and synthetic spectra calculated at different temperatures. However, quantitative opacity model tests require estimates for the temperature and density uncertainties. These may be obtained using the spectral line fitting techniques described in Refs. 20 and 68 to determine the uncertainties in the measured absorption line strengths. High quality measurements combined with careful analysis may provide temperature values accurate to typically Ϯ5%, with roughly half the uncertainty arising from the typical Ϯ30% density uncertainty and the other half from the absorption line measurement accuracy. Note that these estimates do not include any uncertainty associated with the spectral synthesis model used to interpret the data. The systematic model errors can be reduced by using as many line ratios as possible to infer the temperature, reducing the probability that transition rate errors for any single line might bias the results. Analysis performed with several different K-shell opacity models can also solidify the reliability of the temperature result, although the extra resource investment renders this type of duplicate analysis uncommon.
The class of transitions in ions with three to nine bound electrons is still reasonably simple and the ionization distribution is typically broader. These ions involve an open n = 2 shell and they normally possess strong features from four or five charge states. This broader distribution may enhance accuracy and reliability of electron temperature measurements. The transitions involved are generally 1s 2 2s m 2p l −1s2s m 2p l+1 . These lines are sometimes referred to as "K␣ satellites" because they appear on the high energy side of the neutral atom K␣ transition and they were first observed in experiments that directed high energy particle beams onto solid surfaces to investigate K␣ transitions. As with the transitions described above, the n = 2 spectator electrons do not participate directly in the transition, but they do provide nuclear screening that shifts the transition energy. This class of transitions is critically important for diagnosing low temperature plasmas ͑e.g., T e Ͻ 100 eV͒. At low temperatures the simple H-and He-like charge states described above occur only for ions with atomic number less than approximately 10. These low-Z atoms have K-shell lines that appear in the x-ray ultraviolet ͑XUV͒ spectral range and are consequently more difficult to measure. K␣ satellite transitions may be observed in the soft x-ray ͑Ͼ1 keV͒ range even for temperatures as low as ϳ10 eV.
The diagnostic utility of this type of transition was first developed for emission spectra arising in energetic electron or ion beam experiments 69 and for early laser-driven capsule implosions. 70 Later, it was extensively employed in absorption spectra used to diagnose a wide array of HED experiments, including opacity. 26, 71, 72 The usefulness of this transition class is also supported by the fact that adjacent 1s to 2p transitions in Li-like to F-like ions shift enough to be measured, but not so much as to make broad spectral coverage necessary. Thus, such diagnostics are especially appropriate if a more limited spectral range backlight is available. Transitions involving initial states with an excited electron arise in these spectra 73, 74 and the resulting lines may blend with lines from the ground state of adjacent charge states. This is similar to the illustration provided above for Li-like ions and this charge state blending must be included in models used to infer temperature from such data. Transitions with higher-n final states ͑e.g., 3p͒ have been observed, but they are typically relatively weak and the models needed to interpret the line broadening are less certain. Consequently, the class of transitions in Li-like to F-like ions has been only rarely employed in plasma electron density diagnostics up until now. 29 Several types of electron density diagnostics have been developed for opacity experiments. Radiographic measurements of the sample plasma expansion and Stark broadening of K-shell spectral lines are two techniques that provide relatively direct density measurements. Optical laser interferometry measurements of the sample rear surface expansion have also been used to infer opacity sample density. 75 However, the plasma that is actually probed at optical wavelengths is the low density edge of the sample plasma and these techniques must rely heavily on radiation hydrodynamic simulations to infer the behavior of the higher density interior of the opacity sample.
Point projection spectrally-resolved radiography was the first method employed to determine sample density. [21] [22] [23] These measurements are conceptually straightforward: The sample thickness is measured after it is heated by the x-ray source and the density is obtained by comparing with measurements of the initial sample thickness performed prior to the experiment ͑Fig. 23͒. A major challenge for this method is the experiment complexity introduced by the need to acquire simultaneously an edge-on radiograph and the spectrally-resolved transmission measurement used to infer the temperature and to test the opacity model for the element of interest. Additional problems include accurate initial sample composition and thickness measurements, accuracy limitations imposed by the finite point projection backlight size, assumption of one-dimensional expansion, and simultaneity of the density measurement radiograph with the transmission measurement. Despite these problems, density measurements accurate to approximately Ϯ30% have been acquired in a few opacity experiments.
Measurements of Stark-broadened 67 K-shell spectral lines also enable determination of the sample density. Atomic line transitions in tracer ions are perturbed by the electric microfields due to the other electrons and ions in the plasma. The net result is a characteristic Stark-broadened line shape that is mainly dependent on the density. In the standard Stark broadening theory approximation the ions are considered static while the lighter electrons are considered dynamic, i.e., they move while the line transition takes place. The distribution of static ion microfields causes energy levels to split and shift due to the Stark effect of the electric fields. The photon energy of dipole-allowed line transitions shifts accordingly, and the atomic state mixing by the electric field can even cause non-dipole-allowed transitions to appear. In addition, radiator ions experience a time-varying electric field due to the dynamic electrons. This broadens the line transitions that arise between shifted energy levels. The final line shape is obtained by averaging over the distribution function that the weights the static ion microfields according to their probability of occurrence, incorporating the broadening due to the dynamic electrons. Thus, the line profile broadening depends on both the ion and electron density and is typically used to infer the electron density, as long as the plasma composition is known.
Calculations 76, 77 of Stark-broadened Mg He␥ line profiles used to diagnose the Z facility iron opacity samples 19, 20 are shown in Fig. 24͑a͒ . The sensitivity of the line opacity profile to density is clear. However, a complication arises in applying this diagnostic to absorption spectra because the transmission line profile is not the same as the opacity profile. 20, 59, 78 The transmission T = exp͕−x͖ is approximately T ϳ 1−x, if x Ӷ 1. Such a line is said to be optically thin and the transmission profile essentially appears to be an upside down opacity line profile. However, as the optical depth = x grows to approach and then exceed unity, 76 and 77͒ ͑a͒. The red, green, and blue curves correspond to 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0ϫ 10 20 cm −3 electron densities, respectively. These opacity profiles are converted to transmission and then convolved with the instrument resolution before comparing with the experiment ͑Ref. 20͒. The plot in ͑b͒ illustrates the full width at half maximum as a function of electron density. The areal density and instrument resolution in ͑b͒ correspond to the Z experiments in Refs. 19 and 20. this approximation is no longer valid. In this case the transmission profile depends on the optical depth and the areal density x of the ions in the lower level of the transition ͑typically the ground state͒ is required in order to relate the transmission line profile to the opacity line profile. Fortunately, such knowledge may be reliably obtained by measuring the integrated strength of the absorption line family that arises from a given charge state. Once the optical depth has been determined, the transmission may be computed from the opacity profile. Convolution with the instrument function must be performed prior to comparison with measured spectral line profiles. The dependence of He-like Mg spectral linewidths on electron density is illustrated for the He␤, He␥, He␦, and He lines in Fig. 24͑b͒ . The widths in Fig.  24͑b͒ correspond to transmission widths after convolution with the instrument function. They include the optical depth effect and instrument widths appropriate for the Z iron opacity experiment. 19, 20 A more detailed description of this procedure is given in Ref. 20 .
Stark broadening increases and the opacity decreases with principal quantum number. Thus, both the ability to resolve the profile and the problems introduced by the requirement for areal density information to interpret optically thick line broadening favor the use of high n spectral lines. However, high-n spectral lines are typically weaker and therefore they are measured less accurately. The most accurate density diagnostics are obtained by measuring as many lines as possible and quantitatively accounting for the signalto-noise ratio. 20 Typical density accuracy obtained with this method is Ϯ30%. However, this does not account for possible uncertainties introduced by the Stark broadening models. Stark broadening measurements of HED plasma densities have been performed for more than 2 decades and calculations of H-like and He-like profiles are generally considered reliable. However, only limited experimental information directly designed to test broadening models in this density regime is available 79 and future opacity research would benefit from more extensive tests.
VIII. STATUS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR HED PLASMA OPACITY RESEARCH
The methods described above provide a framework for experiments designed to test opacity models. However, the range of temperatures, densities, and elements examined up until now is small. The vast majority of experiments investigated plasmas with 20-76 eV temperatures and 0.01-0.03 g / cm 3 mass densities. Only a few experimental results exist outside of this range. Examples include the Saturn Z-pinch driven experiments 40, 42 that investigated iron opacities for envelopes of Cepheid variable stars and the Z facility experiments investigating opacity of the iron charge states that exist at the base of the solar convection zone. 19, 20 The former extended the density range down by two orders of magnitude while the latter pushed the temperature range up by approximately a factor of 2. These experiments provided valuable opacity model tests, yet they are probably best regarded as proof-of-principle experiments that establish platforms for further investigations. Comprehensive results require more experiments.
The parameter space of applications that would benefit from opacity experiments is large. Here, we mention only a few obvious examples that might be addressed within the coming years. We also reiterate that, while applications provide important motivation that guides research directions, advances in opacity science require sustained focus on the physics within the opacity models. The discrepancies between helioseismology and solar models motivates investigations of iron plasma opacity at temperatures similar to the existing Z facility experiments, but at densities an order of magnitude higher. Measurements of oxygen and neon opacities are also needed, even though the atomic physics of the K-shell is more certain than the Fe L-shell. For example, the bound-free opacities of these elements play an important role in the total opacity. The bound-free process is important over a large photon energy range, implying that a relatively small error might have important consequences. Furthermore, atomic physics is just one issue. Questions also remain regarding the accuracy of ionization distribution calculations. 80 Finally, opacity experiments to date have measured either pure elements or mixtures of two similar atomic number elements. It is a fair question to ask whether the model treatments mid-Z elements mixed as dilute constituents in a mostly hydrogen plasma are adequate.
Inertial fusion capsule implosion designs typically employ Be shells doped with Cu or CH shells doped with Ge. The motivation for the dopants is to modify the ablation pressure as a function of depth using the opacity changes caused by introducing the dopant. Thus, the success of these capsule designs depends on accurate knowledge of the dopant opacity in the 50-300 eV temperature range, at a variety of densities between 0.01 and 10.0 times solid. Experiments have measured Ge opacity at temperatures up to 76 eV and densities of approximately 0.01 solid. These investigations provided initial tests of basic opacity model questions. However, these experiments did not measure the charge states and electron configurations that will arise in inertial fusion implosions. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, Cu transitions have not been measured at all, let alone Cu diluted in a mostly Be plasma at high temperature and density. Improved opacity knowledge would enable experimenters to emphasize other issues such as laser plasma interaction or equation of state in tuning inertial fusion implosions to reach ignition. The opacity research methods developed over the past 20 years, combined with the advent of megajoule class HED facilities, should enable near-term opacity investigations for matter found in stellar interiors, inertial fusion implosions, and Z pinches.
